As ethereum blockchain has become popular, the number of users and transactions has skyrocketed, causing an explosive increase of its data size. As a result, ordinary clients using PCs or smartphones cannot easily bootstrap as a full node, but rely on other full nodes such as the miners to run or verify transactions. This may affect the security of ethereum, so light bootstrapping techniques such as fast sync has been proposed to download only parts of full data, yet the space overhead is still too high. One of the biggest space overhead that cannot easily be reduced is caused by saving the state of all accounts in the block's state trie. Fortunately, we found that more than 90% of accounts are inactive and old transactions are hard to be manipulated. Based on these observations, this paper propose a novel optimization technique called ethanos that can reduce bootstrapping cost by sweeping inactive accounts periodically and by not downloading old transactions. If an inactive account becomes active, ethanos restore its state by running a restoration transaction. Also, ethanos gives incentives for archive nodes to maintain the old transactions for possible re-verification. We implemented ethanos by instrumenting the go-ethereum (geth) client and evaluated with the real 113 million transactions from 14 million accounts between 7M th and 8M th blocks in ethereum. Our experimental result shows that ethanos can reduce the size of the account state by half, which, if combined with removing old transactions, may reduce the storage size for bootstrapping to around 1GB. This would be reasonable enough for ordinary clients to bootstrap on their personal devices.
Introduction
Since the development of Bitcoin [1] , ethereum has become one of the most popular blockchains because it introduced smart contract, a tiny program with its own state and member functions to perform contract-related work. Because ethereum guarantees the validity of the smart contract state and its transitions, people began to issue their own digital assets called tokens using smart contracts to raise funds, starting initial coin offering (ICO) boom that makes ethereum even more popular. Unfortunately, the number of accounts and transactions soared explosively, making the ethereum data more than 3.0TB as of Nov 2019 [2] . As a result, ordinary people using personal devices with limited storage cannot easily bootstrap as a full node, a node that can fully verify transactions and blocks, because they should first download the whole transactions and replay the transactions from the genesis block to verify the current block state while saving all intermediate block states. If they cannot fully validate transactions and blocks for themselves, they have to rely on other full nodes such as the miners or the central service providers to send and validate their transactions. However, relying on other nodes would compromise the security of a blockchain, because participants can be deceived to be a victim of financial fraud or their transaction could be censored by full nodes. What makes the matter worse, a small number of full nodes and miners are easier to manipulate the network, affecting the own spirit of the blockchain.
To solve the problem, we need to reduce bootstrapping cost to allow anyone to freely participate in the network. One primary bottleneck of bootstrapping is the state trie that stores all histories of the account states by using a data structure named modified Merkle Patricia Trie [3, 4] . Actually, ethereum has tried to reduce the bootstrapping cost by providing a synchronization mode named fast sync that downloads a snapshot of the pivot block, current block -64, and replays only the transactions from the pivot block to the current block to reproduce the current block state. This can obviate arXiv:1911.05953v1 [cs.CL] 14 Nov 2019 Figure 1 : The ratio of the active accounts in ethereum saving the state tries for those blocks older than the pivot block. Fast sync significantly reduces the storage size to 200GB as of Nov 2019 [5] , which is only 6.7% of the whole ethereum data, yet still too heavy to run on the personal devices. Moreover, the size of fast sync is continuously increasing because of the growing number of transactions and accounts. Even if we could reduce the download data further somehow (e.g., do not download old transactions made earlier than the pivot block since we can prove the past state of an account by requesting old transactions on demand from other full nodes [6] ), the state trie must hold all accounts for security reasons. For example, every account which has ever involved in any transaction must be stored in the current state trie to prevent replay attack, an attack to re-transmit an authorized transaction multiple times to duplicate its execution; nonce in an account that counts the transactions sent from the account can prevent such an attack.
Above discussion indicates that the state trie of accounts is a bottleneck in bootstrapping cost reduction. Fortunately, we found that more then 95% of the ethereum accounts are now inactive for a week or for a month from the current block and the ratio is increasing, when we trace the number of active accounts from the genesis block to the block number 8M , as depicted in Figure 1 . This means that it is highly inefficient to hold all accounts in the state trie. To exploit this observation, we proposes a new optimization technique named ethanos that sweeps inactive accounts periodically to reduce the size of the current state trie. Since it is not easy to separate and remove inactive accounts from the full state trie, ethanos simply build an empty trie at the start of each period and adds active accounts who made transactions during that period using the cached trie of the previous period. When an inactive account wants to invoke a transaction, it first invokes a restore transaction to reactivate itself, using Merkle proofs, void proofs, and bloom filters of previous periods. When we experimented with full sync for blocks between 7M and 8M , ethanos could reduce the state trie size of ethereum by half. Actually, if we were not downloading the old transactions before the pivot block as discussed above, this result means that the bootstrapping size could be reduced to around 1GB. Although the download data would increase if we experiment with the full ethereum from the genesis block, we expect that the bootstrapping size would be limited to a few GBs, which seems to be highly promising for reducing the bootstrapping cost. In fact, our result also shows that the bootstrapping time is also reduced significantly. This paper made the following contributions:
• We thoroughly analyzed the historical data of ethereum to produce statistics of the account states and analyze the effect of sweeping inactive accounts. • We designed the mechanism to sweep inactive accounts and to restore them with restore transaction.
• We evaluated our work with real ethereum transactions recorded from 7M + 1 to 8M blocks to show that we can reduce the bootstrapping cost.
The rest of this paper are as follows. Section 2 reviews some background concepts of ethereum to make the paper self-contained. Section 3 discusses minimum essential data required for bootstrapping as a full node. Section 4 describes the overall design of ethanos and its detailed mechanism of sweeping and restoration. The evaluation results are in Section 5 and related work is in Section 6. Summary and future work is discussed in Section 7.
Ethereum
Ethereum is a transaction-based state machine that maintains a single state among the nodes in the p2p network. A state (σ) is a set of address-account pairs, and they are updated by transactions [7] . The updated state and the transactions are recorded into a block and propagated across the entire ethereum network by gossip protocol [8] . Block is a unit of state synchronization created every round, and a node who make a block is called miner. Others receive the block and replay the transactions to reproduce and verify the current state. When most participating nodes synchronize the block with the current state σ i , a new round is started to generate the next state σ i+1 . A miner is determined by sortition using Ethash [9] similar to Proof-of-Work in Bitcoin [1] to implement pseudo-random, and uses GHOST protocol [10] similar to longest chain rule in Bitcoin to solve the race condition when more than two blocks are generated in the same round. These algorithms are called consensus algorithm that ensures all participants synchronize to the identical current block.
Account
Account in ethereum is similar to bank account, accessed by its address composed of 40 hexadecimal characters. An account includes 4 types of data: nonce, balance, storageRoot and codeHash. Nonce is for keeping the transaction orders, and the nonce of an account in the current state is the number of all send transactions that the account has ever made. Balance shows the amount of Ether (ETH), the asset of ethereum, that the account has. If an account is externally owned account (EOA), storageRoot and codeHash are null. However, if an account is contract account (CA), storageRoot shows the key of the storage where the value is the state of the smart contract, and codeHash represents the hash value of the code used to retrieve and validate the code from the database.
Transaction
Transaction transfers a value from a sender account (from) to a recipient account (to), changing the state of both accounts. Transaction not only updates the balances, but also increments the nonce of the sender account. To prove validity of a transaction, we need to check if the transaction has the same nonce as the sender account's. A transaction includes a transaction fee to be taken by the miner. Detailed transaction structures in ethereum is more complicated, so we skip them for simplicity.
State Transition
Let T x i be a transaction list of the i th block, and T x n i be the n + 1 th transaction of the T x i list [7, 11] . Formally:
Then, state transition is represented as:
where σ i is i th state, and state transition function γ applies each transaction in T x i to the previous state σ i−1 . In the same manner, we can represent i th state σ i by sequentially applying transaction lists to the genesis state σ 0 :
For example, in Figure 2 , i th block state σ i consists of 5 accounts. We represented addresses as 6 characters and assumed that all accounts are EOA for the simplicity. If the transaction list T x i+1 contains one transaction T x 0 i+1 that transfers 5 ETH with 0.01 ETH transaction fee from account 0xa7d397(a 2 ) to 0xd81355(a 4 ), the balance of 0xa7d397(a 2 ) decreases from 45.01 to 40.00 ETH and the nonce is increased by one. On the other hand, the balance of 0xd81355(a 4 ) increases from 0.12 to 5.12 ETH, but nonce does not change, because nonce counts only the sender's transactions. Meanwhile, 0xd815fc(a 5 ) is the miner of the i + 1 th round, so that the balance of 0xd815fc(a 5 ) is incremented by 2.01 ETH where 0.01 ETH is the transaction fee and 2 ETH is the block reward.
State Trie
Ethereum stores histories of accounts for each block by creating state trie which uses a data structure named modified merkle patricia trie (MPT) [7, 12] that combines patricia trie with merkle tree. Basically, patricia trie (or radix trie) [3, 4] arranges (key, value) bindings with the character sequence of the key to make it a deterministic path of the value. Merkle tree (or hash tree) [13] labels every leaf node with the hash of the values, and labels every intermediate node with the hash of the labels of its child nodes, which provides efficient and secure verification of the contents of large data structure [14] . MPT places accounts as leaf nodes and generates parent nodes with the common prefixes to make each address a path for the account. Intermediate nodes are composed of extension node and branch node, which are labeled by hash of the node values, and stored to the key-value database like levelDB [15] . Extension node is a 2-item node of the form [path, key] where path is the common prefixes of the child nodes, and the key is for the next db lookup [12] . Branch node is a 17-item node of the form [v0, v1, · · ·, v15, value] where index 0 to 15 represents the 1 character common prefix of the child nodes, and elements at each index are the keys for the next db lookup. Figure 2 shows a precise implementation of the MPT, which is composed of 5 accounts(a 1∼5 ) in the i th block of which states are combined to make σ i . We represent hash values of each record in db "hash * ", and branch nodes only with indexes with values for simplicity. Since the keys are cryptographic hash of the node values, each time a leaf node is updated, all nodes in that path are created and inserted into the database, which causes an explosion in state trie size.
Proof of Membership and Non-Membership
Block header stores the summary of the block data including prev hash, tx root and state root. tx root is the root hash value of the transaction trie and state root is the root hash value of the state trie. The membership of a transaction or an account can be proved with block header and data named merkle proof composed of partial nodes of the trie. For example, at the i th block in Figure 2 , prover can prove the membership of account 0xd81355(a 5 ) with merkle proof:
A verifier can reproduce hash keys by applying hash function to the values in database B like
from the merkle proof and finally compares hash(hashA) with state root to determine the membership of the account. In the same way, we can prove non-membership of an account by generating void proof. For example, a prover can prove non-membership of 0xa7ec6b(a n ) in i th state σ i by generating void proof:
A verifier can reproduce hashA to verify the state root, and determine that B(hashD) = {d : hashF, f : hashG} do not contain the key e, which implies the non-membership.
Bootstrapping
When a new node wants to join the ethereum network as a full node, it must synchronize to a valid current state using the block headers and the transactions in each block. So, the minimum essential data (MED) are as follows [16] :
A node reproduces the current state by replaying the transactions from the genesis block to the current block. If a node eventually catches up with the current state, bootstrapping process is finished and the node becomes a full node that can validate a new transaction. This is called full sync. However, due to the enormous data of the blockchain, full sync requires huge storage and long running time to complete the bootstrapping process. Therefore, geth client provides another bootstrapping mode named fast sync, which downloads the state trie of a pivot block that is 64 blocks ahead of the current block, and replays the transactions between the two blocks to reproduce the current state. In this way, fast sync can significantly reduce the storage size and the bootstrapping time. Although there are much fewer transactions to replay, they cannot be replayed until the state trie of the pivot block is completely downloaded. We found that the downloading time is huge due to the frequent disk I/O in the key-value storage, comprising a bottleneck of bootstrapping. Fast sync still requires a large storage size about 200GB as of Nov 2019, which is continuously growing.
Observation and Insight for Ethanos
The goal of ethanos is to drastically reduce the bootstrapping cost by making fast sync more efficient, so as to allow the ordinary clients to fully verify and propagate transactions on their own. To achieve this goal, we examined the MED of ethereum, based on the two aspects as was done for Bitcoin [17] : width, which is the current state, and length, which is the chain of block headers and the transactions for each block.
Width is essential data to verify a new transaction, which is the current state σ c in ethereum. When one makes a transaction to transfer some value to someone else in the current state σ c , the miner verifies it with σ c to check if the balance of the sender is greater then the transferring value: σ c [sender] balance >= value. Miner also verifies nonce, a transaction count of the sender, is same as that of the transaction:
The most dominant part of σ c is the state trie. Since the number of accounts in ethereum is about 79 million as of Nov 2019 and is continuously growing about 50K-150K every day [18] , they would make a seriously wide state trie, thus taking a long time to download. Moreover, such a state trie would have a long height, which makes the replay of transactions take time since the change of accounts need to update the hash values of all nodes in the MPT paths.
Fortunately, we found that most accounts are inactive after short periods of trading by inspecting the transactions in ethereum from 1 to 8M block as previously depicted in Figure 1 . By inspecting the average distance between the blocks when an account is updated (when it is a sender, a recipient of a transaction, or a miner of a block), we classified the update period as shown in Figure 3 . We found that 76% of the account states were updated in a week (≈40,320 blocks) and about 90% of the account states were updated in a month (≈172,800 blocks). Considering that the active account ratios during a week and a month are under 5% in Figure 1 , we can expect that eliminating inactive accounts once a week or once a month would significantly reduce the width, without compromising user experience that user have to send a restore transaction before trading.
Length is essential data to verify the current state, which are the block headers and the transactions in each block. The current state is the execution result of all transaction history as depicted at equation 3. However, given the nature of blockchain that older transactions are more hard to fabricate, we can eliminate old transactions by incentivizing Figure 3 : Average transaction distances of the accounts archive nodes to maintain the entire transactions and response to transaction requests. We can simply implement a bootstrapping mode that does not downloads the transactions before the pivot block(current block -64) to confine the length, and we named it compact sync. However, compact sync has to downloaded whole block headers to validate old transactions when needed, which is very small that it is negligible.
Design and Implementation of Ethanos
Previous section indicated that there are many inactive accounts in ethereum, which would better be swept to reduce the size of the state trie. This section describes the design and implementation of ethanos, a new ethereum-based blockchain for sweeping and restoration of accounts.
Overall Design
Ethanos is an optimization technique for ethereum, yet sharply reducing bootstrapping cost by reducing the current state and transactions to download. The current state is reduced by composing the current state only with active accounts by sweeping dormant accounts periodically, which is backed up by restoration mechanism to guarantee secure reactivation of dormant accounts on demand. Transactions are eliminated when bootstrapping by not downloading transactions in old blocks, instead, incentivize a certain amount nodes to maintain the whole transaction histories in exchange for fee of restore transactions that only archive nodes can make. We call a node maintaining the whole blockchain archive node and a node lightly bootstraps from the archive node compact node.
Sweep
Sweep process periodically removes dormant accounts from the latest state trie by a certain epoch , and the last block of each epoch is a checkpoint. However, it is very expensive to traverse a state trie to find and remove dormant accounts, so we designed sweep mechanism that creates a new empty state trie every time a new epoch starts and maintains the accounts active during the new epoch. Meanwhile, the last checkpoint is cached to serve the latest state of an account in case it is not in the current state. For example in Figure 4 , n th epoch ends at the n · block, and n + 1 th epoch starts with an empty state σ φ . A miner 0xd815fc(a 5 ) wants to execute a transaction transferring value from 0xa7d397(a 2 ) to 0xd81355(a 4 ) to create n · + 1 block, but the current state σ n· +1 does not have the any accounts because it is newly created as an empty state σ φ . Therefore, the miner searches the last checkpoint state σ n· to validate the transaction and update the current state σ n· +1 by adding mining reward (2 ETH) and transaction fee (0.01 ETH) to itself, subtracting transferring value with fee from the from address 0xa7d397(a 2 ), and adding the transferring value to the to address 0xd81355(a 4 ). Now, the transaction transferring value from 0xd81355(a 4 ) could be verified with the previous block state σ i+1 . However, the recipient 0xd813a8(a 6 ) is not in both previous state σ i+1 and the last checkpoint σ n· . In this case, 0xd813a8(a 6 ) is treated as a new account, which is the way ethereum creates a new account. In this manner, we can obtain a state trie consisting only of accounts active during the n + 1 th epoch at the next checkpoint σ n·( +1) .
Reactivation
Ethanos guarantees secure reactivation of a dormant account by restoration process to bring back the latest state of the account. However, because of the way ethereum creates accounts 4.2, a dormant account can be activated as a new account, which we call pawn account. We will call the reactivation as a pawn account respawn to distinguish from restoration.
Restoration
Restoration process is triggered by restore transaction including essential data of which to address is a specific address (e.g. 0x0 · · · 01234). However, the restore transaction must be sent by another account, since the state of dormant account is not in the current state so that it cannot pay a transaction fee for restoration. The essential data restore transaction has to include is as follows:
• A merkle proof of the account state at the last active checkpoint
• Void proofs of the account between the last active checkpoint and the latest checkpoint Suppose a user wants to restore an account a whose last active checkpoint is k, and the latest checkpoint number is n where k < n. In this case, the state of the checkpoint k contains the state of this account σ k· [a], while the states after the checkpoint k do not have the account state σ >k· [a] = φ. So, the restore transaction includes the merkle proof P M [k · ] a to prove that the account state to restore is valid, and void proofs M V [> k · ] a to prove that the checkpoint k is the last active checkpoint, Otherwise, a malicious user can recover an account state before the last active checkpoint k. However, as the n − k increases, the size of the restore transaction also increases, which would cause a big burden. So we introduce a space-efficient probablistic data structure named bloom filter to each block, which indicates a membership of an element [19] . Bloom filter always answer positive for membership, but sometimes, also answers positive for the non-membership with a low probability (false positive). However, if a bloom filter answers negative, we can be sure for the non-membership. Therefore, when a bloom filter of a checkpoint i answers negative for the address a to restore, the restore transaction does not have to include void proof P V [i] a .
We add the 10MB bloom filter for each block to insert to each block header to validate By introducing bloom filter, we can sharply reduce the number of void proofs and the size of restore transaction.
Respawn
A state of an inactive account could be reactivated by a normal transaction that transfers a value to that account. We named an account reactivated by a normal transaction pawn, and the process respawn. Respawn process is the same as the way a new account is created in ethereum, and the pawn can also issue a transaction if it is valid without restoration. So, there is no way to tell if the account is restored or respawned until seeing the checkpoint history. However, if we treat a pawn account as a new account to set the nonce as 0, an attacker can retrieve the balance by retransmitting a transaction already executed in the past (replay attack). Therefore, we set the initial nonce as the current block number (k) times Maximum Transactions Per Account Per Block that a nonce can hardly catch up with to eliminate the chance of replay attack [20] : σ k [a] nonce = k * C M AX_T XS_P ER_ACCT _P ER_BLOCK (7) Then, how can we restore an account with pawns? First, nodes have to determine whether a reactivated state is a restored or respawned. we solve the problem by adding 1-bit restoration flag to the account state of which value is 1 when an account is restored, otherwise 0. Second, merkle proofs of every checkpoint where a pawn account was active are required to determine the last state of the pawn account. If there are many pawn accounts in the block history from the last active checkpoint to the current block, all the merkle proofs are required to discover last state of each pawn account for valid restoration. Third, last state of the original account and last states of each pawn accounts should be merged into a final state. We define the merge function Φ that merges balance and nonce of the states. For example, if we wants to merge account states of a in block i and j when the current block number is k, Φ function is defined as:
The merged balance and nonce are addition of the two accounts.
Bootstrapping
Ethanos has two bootstrapping modes, one is full archive sync and the other is compact sync. We call a node to bootstrap client, and a node providing data to help bootstrapping of client host. Full archive sync downloads all data from the host and validates and replays the transactions to reproduce the current state on the client, which is a replication of host. Compact sync is similar to fast sync that downloads a state trie of the pivot block and replays the transactions after the pivot block to the current block. However, compact sync does not download the transactions before the pivot block unlike fast sync, which significantly reduces the bootstrapping cost. Also, the way to select a pivot block in ethanos is different from that of ethereum, because ethanos requires the state trie of the last checkpoint block to be a full node that is able to validate a new transaction. Therefore, it is advantageous to select the pivot block as the last checkpoint block. However, the overhead increases when the current block moves away from the last checkpoint block. So if the distance between the current block and the last checkpoint block, client can choose to synchronize from the last checkpoint or synchronize from the original pivot block, 64 block ahead of the current block, and downloads the last checkpoint state trie separately, which is 800MB on average.
Incentives
Ethanos reduces bootstrapping cost by periodically eliminating inactive accounts and old transactions. However, a certain number of archive nodes reserving the eliminated data are required to make restore transactions and provide old transactions for integrity and security of the blockchain. We can achieve the goal by rewarding them for creating a Figure 5 : The ratio of the active accounts in ethereum for 7M + 1 to 8M blocks restore transaction, because old transactions are necessary to re-establish old states to create a valid restore transaction. And users are willing to pay fees to reinstate their accounts if the accounts are more valuable than the fee. The number of archive nodes and the fee will be determined by the principle of supply and demand. If the number of archive nodes decreases, the fee will be increased to attract more nodes to be archive nodes, and vice versa.
Evaluation
The evaluation was performed on blocks and transactions from 7M + 1 to 8M blocks in ethereum with 114,973,077 transactions related with 14,264,037 accounts. As you can see in Figure 5 , active accounts are about 1 million and the ratio is reduced to 10% at the 8M block. Therefore, we can expect that the bootstrapping cost of ethanos would be kept within a certain range, so that the ratio will be getting efficient over time. But we have to use 3 tricks to use the real transactions.
• We made all transactions as delegated transactions because we cannot make signatures of each transaction, which increases each transaction size about 20 Bytes. • Because we set the state of the 7M + 1 block as an empty state, we made the value of each transaction as 0 to avoid exceptions incurred by insufficient balances. • We treated contract accounts (CAs) as externally owned accounts (EOAs) [21] , because we do not handle smart contract in this paper. • Internal transactions that a method of a smart contract transmits to another smart contract are not considered for the same reason. • We relieved both size and gas limit of a transaction to insert merkle and void proofs to a restore transaction.
In addition, we assumed that every sweeped account sends restore transactions before transmitting transactions in order to make all transactions valid. We set the epoch as 17, 230 blocks (1 month), so the sweep processes are conducted 5 times during the experiment, and we compared our work with geth v1.9 client. The experiments are performed on Ubuntu 18.04.3 LTS with AMD Ryzen Threadripper 1950X 16-Core @ 3.40GHz processor and 128GB memory with 1TB SSD storage.
Storage size

Full Archive Sync
Full archive sync is a sync mode that downloads and replays all the transactions from the genesis block to the current block reproducing the whole state histories of the blockchain. Table 1 gives full archive sync size of each data type for geth and ethanos at the 8M block. Ethanos reduces the total blockchain size about 16GB compared to geth. Especially, it reduces the size of Trie nodes about 18GB, because ethanos only maintains the state trie only with active accounts during a month which are only 10% of the total accounts. However, hash field of bloom filter in block header slightly increases Headers, and restore transactions increment Bodies and Receipts about 1.6GB. As a result, ethanos reduced full archive node by about 8% compared to ethereum. Table 2 : Storage size(MB) comparison of fast sync and compact sync between geth and ethanos from 7M + 1 to 7M + 864K (5 th checkpoint) block.
Fast Sync and Compact Sync
Fast sync downloads all the transactions, but replays only the transactions after the pivot block by downloading the pivot block state. Compact sync is same as fast sync except not downloading transactions before the pivot block. Table 2 shows storage size of geth and ethanos for each bootstrapping mode. Ethanos reduces Trie nodes size of geth from 2,220MB to 804.79MB; however, it increases the transaction size (Bodies, Receipts) with block headers (Headers). Therefore, ethanos did not reduce the size of fast sync much, but it significantly reduced compact sync from 2,592.54MB of geth to 1,206.97MB, which is less than 50%. Our result shows that the trie node size of each checkpoint is about 800MB, so that if it is closer to the next checkpoint, compact sync size of ethanos could be increased up to 1,206.97 + : Bootstrapping time of fast sync and compact sync between geth and ethanos at each checkpoint 800 = 2,000.97MB, because it downloads both state tries in the last checkpoint and the pivot block, which is still smaller than geth compact sync. Figure 6 is size of fast sync and compact sync between geth and ethanos every checkpoint showing the trends. We can see that the results are similar to the Figure 2 , and ethanos compact sync is getting more efficient over time, whereas ethanos full sync is similar to geth full sync. As ethanos compact sync confines the size of the state trie and transactions, the slight gradient is mostly caused by the increasing block headers.
Bootstrapping time
Bootstrapping time is divided into download phase and replay phase, and download phase is more important between them, because it does not take much time to replay 64 blocks. Download phase could be divided again into state trie download phase and transaction download phase, which could be parallelized. Between them, state trie download is more important because transactions cannot be replayed until state trie download is completed. Therefore, state trie download phase is the primary bottleneck of bootstrapping. Figure 7 represents bootstrapping time of the four cases.
As the checkpoints increase, all the cases has increased; however, the gradient of ethanos is smaller than geth in both fast sync and compact sync, because the growth of state trie of ethanos is confined, whereas that of geth dows not stop. Therefore, from the 5 th checkpoint, even the bootstrapping time for fast sync of ethanos begins to be smaller than that of ethereum compact sync.
Overhead of restore transaction
To see the overhead of restore transaction, we selected about 100 normal transactions and restore transactions each for every checkpoint. Figure 8(a) shows sizes of normal and restore transactions. The size of normal transactions is 0.12KB, but that of restore transactions varies over 3KB. Since every restore transaction has to include at least one merkle proof of which size is about 3KB that represents the state of the last active checkpoint. As the proof increases, the restore transaction size increases about 3KB for each proof. Figure 8 (b) depicts execution time of normal and restore transactions. The execution time for normal transaction is under 1 millisecond on average, whereas, the size of restore transactions is much larger then normal transactions due to the search time for bloom filters for each checkpoint block, and validation time for merkle proofs and void proofs. It takes about 150 ms for a restore transaction including 3 merkle or void proofs. Therefore, a miner is not willing to execute many restore transactions, which may raise the restore transaction fee. Figure 8(c) is the number of normal and restore transactions from 7.04M to 8M blocks. The start block number is 7.04M , because the accounts that appeared in the 1 st epoch are first dormant after 2 nd checkpoint 7, 345, 600. The result represents that the normal transactions are increasing with the restore transactions. However, the number of restore transactions are much smaller than the normal ones less than 1.5% at the every epochs. 
Related Work
There have been several ethereum improvement proposals (EIPs) trying to clear state trie by removing accounts with negligible balance, which are EIP-158 [22] , EIP-161 [23] and EIP-168 [24] . EIP-158 [22] defined an empty account of which nonce and balance are zero, also code and storage are empty. EIP-158 allows miners to delete empty accounts to save the storage, and EIP-161 [23] covers several edge cases of EIP-158, which are included to Spurious Dragon hard fork update [25] . EIP-168 [24] suggested more aggressive optimization that removes dust accounts of which balance is less than transaction fee, but it is still under discussion because of security issues.
Vault [17] is a new cryptocurrency design based on Algorand [26] that minimizes storage and bootstrapping costs.
Vault analyzed ethereum and found that 38% of all accounts have no balances and no code or storages data. However, ethereum cannot remove those accounts because of replay attack. Vault solve the problem by introducing expiration date to transactions so that it can safely remove accounts of which balance is zero and the last transaction is expired. The experimental result shows that the state size is about 3.1GB with 500 million transactions when the state size of ethereum is about 5GB.
However, those EIPs and Vault targeted accounts with negligible balance, which do not required to be restored after the deletion because they are not worth to be retained. Whereas ethanos distinguishes accounts relatively less state-changing, but also worthless accounts, and temporarily deletes them like in hibernation. Therefore we could decrease more state size by removing more accounts, consequently synchronizing much faster.
Utreexo [27] is an optimization technique of Bitcoin by summarizing the UTXO set which is similar to states trie in ethereum. They found that 40% of UTXOs last for 20 blocks or less and introduced a hash based accumulator to locally represent the UTXO set to compress the size of the set by logarithmic scale. With this method, users can spend a UTXO with a merkle proof, and miners can validate it with the accumulator. They have yet to measure the whole bootstrapping cost, but simulated download size of Bitcoin's blockchain up to early 2019 with 500MB cache showing that Utreexo greatly reduces the proof size with sufficient cache memory.
FlyClient [28] proposed an ethereum light client that overcomes limitations of NIPoPoW [29] . FlyClient supports blockchains of variable difficulty, which NIPoPoW does not support, and suggested an optimal probablistic block sampling protocol and merkle mountain range (MMR) commitments, which significantly reduces the proof size compared to SPV proofs. FlyClient reduces the size of light client, however, light client is not a full node that can verify a transaction without help of other nodes. Compact sync of ethanos has a same problem with light clients because block header is linearly increasing, so that if we apply the idea of FlyClient, we will be able to reduce the size of compact sync further.
Conclusion
Ethanos has reduced bootstrapping cost by sweeping dormant accounts and old transactions backed up by restoration mechanism and incentive structure. We experimented our work with real ethereum data from 7M + 1 to 8M blocks and found that ethanos significantly reduces storage size and bootstrapping time, which enables ordinary clients using PCs or smartphones to bootstrap efficiently to send or verify a transaction themselves.
In some cases, however, a restore transaction would require large payload data for merkle proofs and void proofs, which cost a lot of transaction fee. This problem could be solved because the users will use ethanos in an efficient way if they understand the mechanism of ethanos. For example, paying a storage fee periodically or using a bank service that provides custody or loan business that demands low fees or pays interest.
Ethanos is an optimization technique of ethereum, but it is not limited to ethereum and could be applied to any account-based blockchain that uses MPT. In addition, we did not treat smart contracts for simplicity in this paper, and left them as a future work.
